Overwatch Managed Firewall
Simplified Security for the Future of Work

Remote Work Has Changed
Cybersecurity Permanently
Securing your headquarters and branch offices is
challenging. Securing dozens, hundreds or even
thousands of endpoints used by your staff working
from home is practically impossible – until now.

Introducing Overwatch Managed Firewall
Bring true network security to your company’s hybrid work environment with Overwatch Managed Firewall.
Our comprehensive solution provides visibility and threat protection at the network edge by combining:

Universal Edge Appliances that merge a next-generation

Overwatch 24/7 Security Operations Center

firewall and router with secure virtual private network (VPN),

built on our AI-driven, SOAR-powered X Detection

software-defined wide area network (SD-WAN) and 4G LTE

and Response (XDR) platform and managed by

wireless backup in a single solution deployed at office and

expert security analysts who monitor the Universal

remote sites.

Edge Appliances and mitigate potential threats.

Ready for Overwatch Managed Firewall? Contact us today at:
(630) 635-8477
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Overwatch Managed Firewall
End-to-End Security Simplified

Secure Your Network from Edge to Edge
Whether you have 10 offices or 1,000 remote or mobile sites, Overwatch Managed Firewall delivers end-to-end and
edge-to-edge security, managed 24/7 in an affordable as-a-service model.

Full Threat Protection

Layered Security

Damage Control

Stop ransomware,

Concurrently run intrusion

command-and-control attacks,

prevention, web and video

and other hidden threats with SSL

filtering, and DNS security services

inspection and automated threat

to reduce costs and manage risks.

In the event of an inevitable
breach, stop cyberthreats in
their tracks by preventing
lateral movement and
minimizing the impact.

protection.

Coordinated Defense

Compliance Support

Actionable threat intelligence is shared across the

Manage security risk with support for regulations

entire attack surface to execute a coordinated

and standards including PCI- DSS, NIST, GDPR,

end-to-end defense.

HIPAA and more.

Overwatch Managed Cybersecurity Services Marketplace
Alongside the flagship Overwatch24/7 platform, High Wire delivers a range of subscription services for threat prevention,
detection and response to meet the security and compliance requirements of organizations large and small.

Ready for Overwatch Managed Firewall? Contact us today at:
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